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Abstract. In this paper, a new semantics for exception handling in algebraic specifications i  
provided. Our formalism allows all forms of exception and error handling (several error messages, 
implict error propagation rule, exception recovery policy), while preserving the existence of initial 
models. The main concepts of our approach are: the distinction between exception and error, 
and the introduction of exception labelling allowing to formalize various error messages. This 
formalism allows use of congruences in a similar manner as in the classical abstract data type 
theory. Moreover, we show how a functorial semantics of enrichment can be carried over to our 
framework, and we show how hierarchical consistency and sufficient completeness can be 
redefined. Then, we briefly sketch out how abstract implementations can be extended in order to 
include xception handling. Indeed, abstract implementation f specifications including exception 
handling was one of main motivations for the work reported here. 
Key words. Abstract data types, exception algebras, exception handling, exception recovery, 
implementation, i itial model, structured specifications. 
1. Introduction 
Since the work of Liskov, Zilles and Guttag [18, 17], the formalism of algebraic 
data types has been considered a major tool for writing hierarchical, modular, 
implementation independent specifications. However, some problems have been 
identified when specifying realistic software using algebraic data types. A classical 
difficulty in the development of such systems is that the exception handling 
specification and the error recovery policy is done too late, after the specification 
of the 'normal' behaviour of the system is completed. Moreover, the exception 
handling part of the system is often less carefully specified. This results in expensive 
modifications of earlier design decisions. 
The development process and the overall quality of programs would certainly be 
significantly improved if errors and exceptions were systematically dealt with. In 
[ 15], Goguen suggests ome basic principles that seem sufficiently important to be 
recalled here: 
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• think about exceptions and errors from the beginning, from the preliminary design 
stage on; 
• include all exceptional state behaviour, especially error messages, directly in the 
specifications; 
• as much information as is helpful about what went 'wrong' (or exceptional) should 
be provided, as a basis for debugging (or further processing in an exceptional 
state). 
The reason why these elementary requirements are not respected in practice may 
be that very few methodological nd linguistic tools are available to specify and 
develop software with exception handling. This situation is especially bad at the 
specification level. It is therefore necessary to complete the algebraic specification 
framework in order to be able to specify exception cases and error recovery. 
Since the pioneer work of ADJ [ 14], specifying abstract data types with exception 
handling has turned out to be an especially difficult problem. Various solutions have 
been proposed; they can be characterized as follows: 
(1) In some works, the algebraic approach is given up in favour of an algorithmic 
approach or an operational pproach [ 19, 11 ]. Other works rely on the partial algebra 
approach [7]. None of these approaches really solves the problem since errors are 
simply avoided and there is no error propagation. 
(2) In other works, error values are explicitly introduced. All these approaches 
must face the error propagation problem. In [14], the propagation is explicitly 
described by means of equations. Unfortunately, this approach leads to unlegible 
specifications in which normal cases and erroneous cases are mixed together. 
However, it has been demonstrated that abstract data types with errors are 
equationally specifiable. In the formalism developed by Goguen [15], the propaga- 
tion (meta)rule is encoded into the models: the error algebras. In [5], it is shown 
that the formalism described in [15] is not correct since every ground term can be 
shown to be equivalent to one error value. In [21], Plaisted describes a rigorous 
treatment of Goguen's error algebras; all operations, however, must be strict ones, 
and strict functions do not allow error recovery. In [16], Goguen suggests considering 
error propagation as a special case of coercion and overloading. Unfortunately, 
error recovery is then not possible. 
(3) More recently, [6] provides a formalism that handles error states by means 
of declarations. It is also possible to declare recovery cases, and each erroneous 
value will be implicitly propagated in the E, R-algebras except when its matches a
recovery case. Unfortunately, E, R-algebras do not in general have initial objects; 
thus, it is difficult to make proofs over the data structures associated with these 
specifications. Another formalism is described in [13] that always provides initial 
objects: the signature of a specification is divided into safe operations that cannot 
add erroneous values (such as suce or + in natural numbers) and unsafe operations 
(such as pred or - ) .  Unfortunately, all operations are unsafe in most cases (e.g., 
suet for bounded natural numbers) and then the Ok-part of the initial algebra is 
reduced to safe constants (e.g., 0). 
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Our formalism includes certain ideas from several of the works described above: 
the use of declarations in order to characterize the "'Ok" or exceptional cases, 
introduced in [6]; the minimal choice of the Ok-part in the initial object described 
in [13] and the implicit error propagation encoded into the models introduced in 
[15]. In our formalism, we can also specify several error messages in the same 
specification. This feature is not provided for in any of the works described above, 
but is essential for a realistic recovery policy of exceptions. 
In this paper, we propose a new semantics for exception handling in algebraic 
specifications. Our formalism allows all forms of exception handling, including 
specification ofseveral error messages, implicit error propagation and error recovery, 
while preserving the existence of initial objects at the semantical level. Moreover, 
the concepts of enrichment, parameterization, and abstract implementation can easily 
be extended to our exception handling framework, as our semantics is entirely 
functorial. 
In the next section, we shall explain the key ideas of our approach. In Sections 
3 through 7, we shall describe our formalism. The existence of an initial object will 
be proved in Section 8. In Section 9, we shall carefully describe the difference 
between exceptions and errors. Sections 10 through 12 will define enrichment with 
exception handling; and Section 13 will describe how abstract implementations can 
be included in our framework. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with elementary esults of category theory 
and the standard (ADJ) approach of abstract data types. 
2. The key ideas of our approach 
Several criteria are very useful in defining a true exception handling policy: 
(1) In order to avoid a large number of explicit exception characterizations, it is
of first interest o have an implicit exception and error propagation rule. We shall 
show that implicit error propagation is semantically encoded in our exception 
algebras, and that implicit exception propagation is encoded in our definition of 
validation. 
(2) In most realistic examples, it is necessary to be able to recover various 
exceptions. Thus, realistic exception handling formalisms must provide an error 
recovery policy. In our formalism, error recoveries are specified by means of 
generalized axioms. In particular, we can specify nonstrict operations. 
(3) Moreover, we can specify several error messages, by means of exception 
labelling. For instance, different error messages are associated with pred(0) and 
(x div0); and there are different recoveries as well. This feature is essential for 
realistic specifications. 
In addition to these ideas, our formalism is based on two main concepts: the 
okay forms and the distinction between exceptional cases and erroneous values. These 
two concepts can be handled ue to the fact that for each exception-algebra A the 
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semantics i  handled using the free algebra over A: T~(A). In the following subsec- 
tions, we explain the reasons why these two features are needed in exception 
handling; and we sketch out the reasons why the use of TZ(A) is crucial for our 
purposes. 
2.1. Exceptions and errors 
As in most formalisms described above, we make use of Ok-axioms which describe 
the okay cases, and we also use another set of axioms for the erroneous and recovery 
cases. But recovery policy and okay axioms often lead to inconsistencies. For 
instance, let us specify the bounded natural numbers with the operations 0, succ, 
and pred. Let Maxint be the upper bound. We have the Ok-equation: pred(succ(n )) = 
n. Assume that we want to recover all values greater than Maxint with the recovery 
axiom: succ(Maxint)=Maxint. The term pred(succ(Maxint)) is then equal to 
Maxint, but it is also equal to pred(Maxint), which results in inconsistencies. 
In fact, it is necessary to distinguish between the term succ(Maxint) that is 
exceptional (thus, Ok-equations should not be applied), and its class in the algebra 
N which is an okay value. This problem may be solved in the ground term algebra 
(and in the finitely generated algebras) by using the Ok-axioms before the recovery 
axioms are applied (as succ(Maxint) has not been recovered, it is not yet okay). 
But finitely generated algebras are not powerful enough to cope with enrichment, 
parameterization r abstract implementation. 
In our approach, this difficulty is avoided as follows: for each exception algebra 
A we work in the free algebra of ,Y-terms with variables in A, instead of working 
directly in A. We denote by T;~(A ) this ,Y-algebra. Constructions that can usually 
be done at the gound term level can also be done at the T~(A)-level since we can 
consider the elements of A as additional constants. Then the morphism eval (which 
evaluates the terms of T£(A) into A) carries over the constructions made at the 
TX(A)-level to A. 
Thus, working with T~(A) allows us to deal with terms while taking into account 
the specific properties of the algebra A under consideration. 
2.2. The okay forms 
Since Ok-axioms only concern okay terms, it is necessary to characterize these 
terms. But it is not possible to characterize all the okay terms (e.g., succ(O), O+ 1, 
pred(succ(succ(O))),...). We can only characterize some reference terms. These 
reference terms may be chosen in different manners. In most examples, (okay) 
normal forms guide the appropriate choice. Unfortunately, normal forms are not 
always unique (e.g., integers: predn(O) or Op(succn(O)) for the negative values1). 
Therefore, this choice must be declared in the specification. 
Here, Op is the opposite operation: x-~ -~: 
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We call our reference terms 'okay forms'. As our axioms are not always equivalent 
to canonical term rewriting systems, it is not necessary for these okay forms to be 
canonical ones, even if they are in most examples. In our framework, the okay 
forms are characterized by means of recursive declarations. For instance, we can 
declare the okay forms of integers in the following manner: 
0, suet(0), Op(succ(0)) are okay forms; 
if succ(z) is an okay form and z < Upperbound, 
then suee(succ(z)) is an okay form; 
if Op(z) is an okay form and Op(z) > Lowerbound, 
then Op(succ(z)) is an okay form. 
Another possibility would be: 
0, succ(0) and pred(0) are okay forms; 
if succ(z) is an okay form and succ(z) < Upperbound, 
then suet(suet(z)) is an okay form; 
if pred(z) is an okay form and pred(z)> Lowerbound, 
then pred(pred((z)) is an okay form. 
If we do not want to use the operation "<"  another possibility would be: 
SuccUppcrb°und(0) and predtX'wcrb°und(0) areokay forms; 
if succ(z) is an okay form, then z is an okay form; 
if pred(z) is an okay form, then z is an okay form. 
Other possibilities are available. This recursive characterization is expressive enough 
to declare okay forms in all usual examples (even if there are several constructors). 
These constructions can be done in the ground term algebra. We generalize it for 
all algebras by working in the free algebra over A: T~tA). ThUS, the okay forms can 
be characterized for all algebras, including the non-finitely generated ones. 
The following sections (3 through 7) will describe our formalism. An exception 
specification will be defined by 
SPEC = (S, ~Y, L, Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, Lbl-Ax, Gen-Ax), 
where (S, Z, L> is an exception signature, Ok-Frm is an okay form declaration, Ok-Ax 
is a set of okay axioms, Lbl-Ax is a set of labelling axioms and Gen-Ax is a set of 
generalized axioms. All these parts are successively defined in Sections 3 through 7. 
3. Exception signatures 
An exception signature is a classical signature together with a set L of exception 
labels. Intuitively, these exception labels correspond to the 'error messages' of the 
data type. 
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Definition 3.1. An exception signature 2;-Exc = (S, Z, L) is defined as follows: 
• S is a finite set of sorts; 
• Z is a finite set of operation names with arity in S (i.e., a nonempty word over S 
is associated with each operation name); 
• L is a finite set of exception labels. 
Example 3.2. The exception signature ofbounded natural numbers can be given by 
• S= {NAT}, 
• Z = {(0: -* NAT), (suet, pred: NAT--> NAT), ( +,  - : NAT NAT-* NAT)}, 
• L = {NEGATIVE,  TOO-LARGE} (the negative values will be labelled by NEGATIVE, 
while the values greater than a maximum okay value (e.g., Maxint) will be labelled 
by TOO-LARCE). 
Now, we define the exception algebras over the signature ~Y-Exc: a Z-Exc-algebra 
is a classical E-algebra A, together with a family of subsets, indexed by L u {Ok}. 
Intuitively, the 'Ok-values' of A will be labelled by the additional abel Ok. 
Definition 3.3. A ,T,-Exc-algebra A = (A, {At}) is defined as follows. 
(a) A is a (classical) E-algebra. More precisely, A is a (heterogeneous) et 
partitioned by subsets (As) indexed by S; and, for each operation name 
(op: sl" • • sn --> s) in Z, there is a function (Aop" As, x .  • • x Ash "-> As) .2 Often (as in 
the classical theory) we still note this function op instead of Aop. 
(b) {At} is a family of subsets of A, indexed by l ~ Lu  {Ok}. Notice that these 
subsets can intersect several sorts; they are not necessarily disjoint and I,_.Js~L~Okr As 
is not necessarily equal to A. 
Let us consider the signature of bounded natural numbers described above. The 
,Y-algebra Z, together with ZN~A~v~ = ] -- ~,  0[, ZXo~,R~ = ]Maxint, + oo[, and Zok = 
[0, Maxint] is an example of a Z-Exc-algebra. 
Next, we define the exception morphisms. Exception morphisms are (classical) 
Z-morphisms that preserve the labelled subsets. 
Definition 3.4. Let A and B be two Z-Exc-algebras. An exception morphism h : A-> B 
is an application from A to B such that 
(i) h is a Z-morphism: h preserves the sorts, and for all op in Z we have 
h[op(x l "  " • Xm) ] = op(h[xl]" • • h[xm]); 
(ii) for all labels l in Lu{Ok},  we have h(A l )c  Bl. 
The identity over an exception algebra is clearly an exception morphism, and the 
composition of two exception morphisms is still an exception morphism. We denote 
the category of all Z-Exc-algebras, together with exception morphisms, by Alg(,Y- 
Exc). Our first result is straightforward. 
2 If n = 0, then A~ is an element of A. 
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Proposition 3.5. The category Alg(2~-Exc) has initial and final objects. 
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The ,Y-ground term algebra Tz, together with Tt = ~ for all labels 1 in L w {Ok}, 
is initial in AIg(,Y-Exc). We denote this initial algebra by Tz_Ex¢. There is not any 
labelled ground term and not any okay ground term in Tz_Exc, as nothing is specified 
about labels or okay values in the signature. 
The trivial algebra S (only one element in each sort), together with S~ = S for all 
l in L u {Ok}, is a final object of Alg(,S-Exc). 
In particular, finitely generated exception algebras can be defined. The category 
Gen(,Y-Exc) is the full subcategory of Alg(,Y-Exc) whose objects are the ,S-Exc- 
algebras A such that the initial exception morphism init: Tz_Exc-> A is surjective. 
4. Okay forms 
Recall that we shall first declare some 'reference terms', the okay forms, in order 
to characterize the okay values. In our framework, the okay forms are characterized 
by means of recursive declarations. 
Definition 4.1. Let ,Y-Exc be an exception signature. An okay form declaration over 
X-Exc, denoted by Ok-Frm, is a finite set of elementary declarations as follows: 
q ~ Ok-Frm ^ .  • • ^ tm ~ Ok-Frm. 
A x~ ~ I~ ^ . • • ^  x~ ~ I,, . ==> t ~ Ok-Frm, 
^ Vl = Wl ^-  • .^Ov=W v
where ti, xj, Vk, Wk, and t are ,Y-terms with variablesa; and/~ are labels member of 
L u {Ok} (m, n, or p may be equal to 0)- 
Example 4.2. With the exception signature of Example 3.2, an okay form declaration 
over NAT can be specified by means of two elementary declarations: 
SuCcMaxint(o)  E Ok-Frm, 
succ(n) e Ok-Frm ~ n ~ Ok-Frm. 
Example 4.3. The exception signature specified in Example 3.2 also gives a signature 
of bounded integers (by substituting the label Too-Low for the label NEe^TIrE). 
Intuitively, the values lower than a negative value Lowerbound will be labelled by 
TOO-LOW.  
3 For  each j,  vj and wj must be long to the same sort, o f  course. 
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An okay form declaration of INT can be specified by means of four elementary 
declarations as follows: 
SuccUpperb°und(0) • Ok-Frm, 
predt~Werb°u~d(0) ~ Ok-Frm, 
succ(z) ~ Ok-Frm ~ z ~ Ok-Frm, 
pred(z) s Ok-Frm ~ z ~ Ok-Frm. 
The okay forms of INT are then the terms of the form 0, succi(0), or predJ(0), with 
0 < i < Upperbound or 0 < j  < Lowerbound respectively. Any term that contains both 
succ and pred is not an okay form (even if its value is okay). 
When Z-Exc also contains the operation Op (opposite operation on integers: 
x--> -x ) ,  another possibility is the following: 
SuccUpperb°und(o) E Ok-Frm, 
Op(succ~We~b°~"d(0)) e Ok-Frm, 
succ(z) s Ok-Frm ~ z ~ Ok-Frm, 
Op(succ(suce(z))) e Ok-Frm ~ Op(succ(z)) c Ok-Frm. 
The okay forms of INT are then 0, succi(0) and Op(succJ(0)), with 0<i< 
Upperbound or 0<j<Lowerbound respectively. From the last elementary 
declaration, Op(0) is not an okay form. 
As mentioned in Section 2, the set of okay forms is a subset of canonical forms 
in most examples. However, since we have not required so far that axioms should 
be equivalent to canonical term rewriting systems, the fact that okay forms effectively 
denote canonical forms is never equired. If the declared okay forms are not canonical 
forms, some redundancies occur in the characterization of okay values, but the 
whole formalism still works. In particular, the last elementary declaration of Example 
4.3 may be replaced by 
Op(succ(z)) e Ok-Frm ~ Op(z) e Ok-Frm. 
(Then, 0 and Op(0) are both okay forms.) 
The recursive characterization of okay forms made in the previous examples 
works in the ground term algebra. We must provide a tool to extend this characteriz- 
ation to the non-finitely generated algebras. For each exception algebra A, we work 
in the (classical) free algebra of Z-terms with variables in A, instead of working 
directly in A. We denote by TZ<A) this Z-algebra. Constructions that can be done 
at the ground term level can also be done at the Tz<A)-level since we can consider 
the elements of A as additional constants. Then the morphism eval (which evaluates 
the terms of T~<A) into A) carries over the construction made at the T~tA)-levet 
to A. 
We recall here the meaning of TXCA ) and eval. 
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Definition 4.4. Let V= (V~)s~s be a family of sets indexed by S. The free ,T,-term 
algebra with variables in V, denoted by T~cv ) is recursively defined by 
(i) for each sort s in S, the associated component of T~<v) contains Vs; and it 
contains all the constants of ,Y of sort s; 
(ii) for all non-constant operations, op(_ , . . . ,  _)s  Z; if t l , . . . ,  t, are members 
of T~<v) (according to the arity of op), then op( t l , . . . ,  t,) is another element of 
T~ ¢ v). 
(If V = ~, then T~#) is equal to the ground term algebra T,~.) 
In the same way, given a ,Y-algebra A, there exists a particular Z-morphism 
eval: T:rca)~ A that evaluates the ,Y-terms of TzCA) in A. More precisely, eval is 
recursively defined by 
(i) each 'variable' a of Tz<a) is an element of A (the elements of A are constants 
of T:~¢A)). The image of a, eval(a), is (of course) equal to a; 
(ii) for each operation, op(_ , . . . ,  _)c  ,Y, we have 
eval[op( t l , . . . ,  t,,)] = Aop(eval[ tl],.  • •, eval[ t,, ]). 
Example 4.5. Let us consider the algebra A = Z = ] . . . ,  - 2, - 1, 0, 1, 2 , . . .  [ over the 
signature of INT: {zero, succ, pred}. Tzcz ) is the set of all terms built with the 
operations zero, succ, and pred and with 'variables' in ] . . . ,  -2 ,  -1 ,  0, 1, 2 , . . . [ .  
The morphism eval sends terms such as succ(pred(succ(succ(0)))), succ(succ(zero)), 
or pred(3) into the member "2" of Z. 
Remark 4.6. The morphism eval is intrinsically defined by A. No axiom or equation 
is required to define eval. 
We are now able to provide a semantics for the okay form declaration as follows. 
Definition 4.7. Let Ok-Frm be an okay form declaration over ,Y-Exc. The set of all 
okay forms of TZCA), denoted by Ok-FrmA, is the smallest subset of TZ<A) such that 
(i) Ok-FrmA contains Aok (from Definition 3.3 Aok is a subset of A, hence,  
elements of Aok are constants of Tz<A)); 
(ii) for each elementary declaration of Ok-Frm of the form 
t~ ~ Ok-Frm A" • • ^ tm ~ Ok-Frm] 
A X~ ~ 1~ A • • • A X,, ~ I,, ~ ::¢, t ~ Ok-Frm, 
/ 
/ 
A DI = WI  A " " " A Dp"~ Wp J 
and for each substitution ~r with range in T£(A), the following holds: if o'(6) 
Ok-Frma for all i=  1 , . . . ,  m, and eval[~r(xj)]~At~ for all j=  1 , . . . ,  n, and 
eval[cr(vk)] =eval[cr(wk)] for all k= 1,.. .  ,p, then or(t) belongs to Ok-FrmA. 
The second condition exactly defines the recursive characterization f the okay 
forms associated with Ok-Frm. The first condition means that all Ok-values of A 
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must be (constant) okay forms in T£(A). For instance, if A = Z is the algebra of 
integers, the term succ(succ(succ(zero))) is an okay form in Tz<z); but we would 
also like the (constant) term "3" to be an okay form: this is just obtained from the 
first condition. 
Notice that the existence of Ok-FrmA is clear since 
(i) the family of all the subsets of TZ(A) that verify these two conditions is not 
empty: it contains at least T:~<A) itself; 
(ii) the intersection (Ok-FrmA) of all the subsets of T£(A) that verify the two 
conditions also verifies these conditions (straightforward). 
We are now able to describe the validation of Ok-Frm. 
Definition 4.8. A Z-Exc-algebra A validates Ok-Frm if and only if eval(Ok-FrmA) c 
Aok. This means that each okay form of T2~(A) must  have an okay value in A, after 
the evaluation is done. 
Notice that the reverse inclusion is always satisfied. 
In the next section, we shall describe how to use Ok-FrmA in order to handle the 
semantics of okay axioms, 
5. Okay  ax ioms 
The okay axioms are used to specify the 'normal' (i.e., non-exceptional) cases. 
We use positive conditional axioms. 
Definition 5.1. Let £-Exc be an exception signature. We denote by Ok-Ax a finite 
set of Ok-axioms as follows: 
IV 1"-~ W 1 A" " " A V n-~- Wn] ~ Vn+ 1= Wn+l, 
where vi and wi are Z-terms with variables. (n may be equal to 0.) 
The semantics of Ok-axioms is described by means of congruences, as in the 
classical theory. But we do not work directly in the algebra A. We have shown 
(Section 2) that it is necessary to distinguish between exceptional terms and 
erroneous values; and this distinction cannot be made in A. Thus, we define first 
the congruence associated with Ok-Ax in TZ~A); and then we use the morphism 
eval to define the validation of Ok-Ax for the exception algebra A. 
Propos i t ion  5.2. Given Z-Exc, Ok-Frm, and Ok-Ax, consider a Z-Exc-algebra ,4. 
There is a least congruence over TZtA), denoted by ~Ok, satisfying the following 
IF...THEN condition: for each substitution or with range in T~.tA), and for each axiom 
of  ObAx 
[V l=WlA " ' -^vn=wn]  ::=) V=W 4 
(let or(v) = op(h , . . . ,  tm)), 
4 Or w = v; our axioms are not oriented. 
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IF the three following conditions hoM: 
(i) eval[o'(vi)] = eval[o'(wi)] for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n; 
(ii) there are okay forms a l , . . . ,  am (~ Ok-FrmA) such that t~----ok % for all 
j= l , . . . ,m;  
(iii) there is an okay form a (EOk-Frma) such that tr(w) -=Ok ~, 
THEN or(V)~-Ok or(w). 
Remark 5.3. The three premisses included in the IF statement are explained as 
follows. 
(i) The first condition is simply the validation of the premisses ofthe okay axiom. 
(ii) The second condition reflects an ' innnermost evaluation': to apply the okay 
axiom, every subterm of v must already have an okay value by means of -=ok. 
(iii) And the third condition limits the effect of the okay axiom to the 'Ok-values': 
the terms amalgamated with some other ones are always connected to an okay form 
via --ok. 
Thus, ------Ok has two purposes: it deduces the okay terms of T~A)  from the reference 
terms of Ok-FrmA, and it creates the 'okay equivalence class' corresponding to each 
okay form. Okay axioms only handle the okay cases of the data type. 
Definition 5.4. Given Z-Exc, Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, an exception algebra A validates the 
okay axioms of Ok-Ax if and only if the morphism eval is compatible with the 
congruence -ok .  This means 
Vt  ~ T~A) ,  Vt '  ~ T.~A): t -=Ok t' =¢' eval(t)= eval(t'). 
Notice that the congruence --= cva~ associated with eval does not verify the IF. . .  THEN 
condition in the general case. We only have --- ok C -- ~va~. 
The proof of Proposition 5.2 and examples follow. 
Proof (o f  Proposition 5.2). The set C of all the congruences verifying the IF. . .  THEN 
condition is not empty: the trivial congruence r, defined by t~'t' for all t and t' (in 
TZ(A)) of the same sort, is obviously in C. 
Now we show that the conjunction of all the congruences in C is still in C, i.e., 
it verifies the IF.. .THEN condition. Let ----ok be the conjunction of all the congruences 
verifying the IF.. .THEN condition. Assume that -=ok, or, and the Ok-axiom ([01 = 
Wl A • • " A On = Wn]==>V = W) verify the three conditions of the IF statement. We want 
to prove that or(v) --=Ok or(W), i.e., that or(v) ------ or(w) for all --= in C. 
Since -=ok is the conjunction of all the -- in C, and since C is precisely the set 
of the -= verifying the IF...THEN condition, it suffices to prove that all -= in C 
verify the three conditions of the IF statement. 
The first condition is independent of ---- (eval is intrinsic to A). The second 
condition (for ------Ok) implies that ti --= t~i for all -= in C, thus, all -= in C satisfy the 
second condition. The same reasoning applies for the third condition. This implies 
that all - in C verify the three conditions, as needed. [] 
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Here we give two examples of the innermost evaluation described by ---ok. 
Example 5.5. Let us consider ~-Exc and Ok-Frm of bounded natural numbers 
(Examples 3.2 and 4.2). Okay axioms are specified as usual: 
pred(succ(n)) = n, 
n+0=n,  
n + suet(m) = suet(n) + m, 
n-O=n,  
n - suet(m) = pred(n) - m. 
Assume that we want to evaluate the term succ(pred(succU~int(0))). We first have 
to evaluate the subterm pred(succMaXint(0)). Its okay form is succMaXint-~(0) (first 
axiom). Thus we can apply the first okay axiom over succ(pred(succM~Xint(0))), 
which gives SUCCMaxint(0), and since succM~Xi~t(0) is an okay form, we have 
succ(pred(succM~Xim(0))) rook SuCcMaxint(0)" 
On the other hand, assume that we want to evaluate the term pred(succMaXint+l(0)). 
We must first evaluate the subterm SUCC(SUCCM~t(0)). But our okay axioms cannot 
associate any okay form to SUCC(SuccM~i"t(0)) (consequently, this term is excep- 
tional). Thus, the first axiom cannot be applied, and the class ofpred(succ~a~i*t+l(0)) 
via --=Ok is reduced to {pred(succMaXi"t+~(0))}. 
We remark that the semantics of okay axioms is defined in such a way that the 
'quality' of a term (i.e., to be okay or exceptional) is 'result driven'. A term is okay 
if and only if the result of this term and the results of all its subterms, evaluated 
by means of the okay axioms 0nly, belong to the declared okay values. Neverthrless, 
the following example shows that the premisses of okay axioms can be used in 
order to restrict he domains or the codomain of some operations. 
Example 5.6. We specify a bounded natural numbers tructure where Maxim > 10, 
but where we can only compute additions whose result is less than 10. It suffices 
to specify the following okay axioms: 
Ok-Ax: 
0 < 0 = False, 
0 < succ(m) = True, 
suet(n) < 0 = False, 
suet(n) < suet(m) = n < m, 
n<l l=True  ~ n+0=n,  
succ(n+m)< 11 =True ~ n+succ(m)  =suec(n+m) .  
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Notice that the third okay axiom is valid even if there are some negative 
(erroneous) values, because this axiom can only be applied when n is okay. Remark 
that the last okay axiom can be replaced by 
n + suet(m) = suet(n) + m 
without any premisses, because the evaluation will be stopped by the premiss 
(n < 11 = True) of the before-last axiom when m = 0 (third condition of Proposition 
5.2). 
Remark 5.7. The innermost evaluation stated in Proposition 5.2 (see Remark 5.3) 
is equivalent to an implicit exception propagation rule. A term of T:E(A) is exceptional 
if it is not equivalent to an okay form via =Ok. ThUS, if a term t is exceptional (i.e., 
has no okay form via ----Ok), then each term that contains t as subterm is also 
exceptional (because of the innermost evaluation, no okay axiom can be applied 
to it). This remark allows us to define okay terms and exceptional terms of T~(A). 
Definition 5.8. Given ,~-Exc, Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, and an exception algebra A, a term 
t of Tr(A) is an okay term if and only if there exists an okay standard form 
a ~ Ok-FrmA such that t ~- ok a in T:~(A). This means that okay terms are the terms 
of TZ(A) which have an okay value by means of the okay axioms only. 
Definition 5.9. Given Z-Exc, Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, and an exception algebra A, a term 
t of T~(A) is exceptional if and only if there is no okay standard form a e Ok-Frma 
such that t ------ok a in Tx<a). This means that the exceptional terms are the terms of 
T~(A) which have no okay value via the 'normal' processing of Ok-Ax. Notice that 
exceptional terms are not necessarily erroneous: they may have an okay value if 
they are recovered. 
Remark 5.10. In most specifications, a nonstrict if_then_else_ is of first interest. But 
our innermost evaluation does not provide this feature (every subterm must have 
an okay value). There is, however, a straightforward way to obtain this possibility; 
it suffices to replace axioms such as 
by 
v = if B then wl else w2 
B = True ~ v = wl , B = False ~ v = w2. 
Another way to specify nonstrict operations is to use the generalized axioms in 
order to perform recovery, as explained below (Section 7). 
6. Labelling axioms 
We have shown that Ok-Frm and Ok-Ax determine the exceptional and non- 
exceptional terms. But when an operation is applied to okay values and the result 
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is exceptional, it is necessary to attach the corresponding label to the resulting term 
(recall that exception labels model 'error messages'). For instance, pred(0) has no 
okay value; we want to attach the NEGATIVE label to it. In the same way, the 
TOO-LARGE label should be attached to the terms succMaxint+l(0) or Maxint + Maxint. 
This is specified by means of labelling axioms. 
Definition 6.1. Let ,Y-Exc be an exception signature. We denote by Lbl-Ax a finite 
set of labelling axioms as follows: 
[ taL l1^'"  "^ tn6 ln^o1 = Wl^'"  "^ ~)rtl-'Wm] :~ tel, 
where h ,  vj, wj, and t are ,Y-terms with variables; li and I are members of Lu  {Ok}. 
(The li's are not necessarily distinct; n or m may be equal to 0). 
Example 6.2. Let us consider the signature ,Y-Exc of bounded natural numbers 
given in Example 3.2. The labelling axioms can be specified as follows: 
sucMaxint+l(0) E TOO-LARGE, 
n E TOO-LARGE ~ SHOe(n) E TOO-LARGE, 
n E TOO-LARGE ==> n q- 0 E TOO-LARGE, 
(SUCC(n) q- m) E TOO-LARGE ~ (n d- succ(m))  E TOO-LARGE, 
pred(0) e NEGATIVE, 
n e NEGATIVE ~ pred(n) e NEGATIVE, 
( n -- succ(n)  E NEGATIVE, 
(n -- m)  E NEGATIVE ~ (n -- succ(m))  E NEGATIVE. 
Equations in the premisses are useful: for instance, given the operation _ <_ ,  the 
following exception labelling is specified: 
n < m = True ~ (n - m) e NEGATIVE 
instead of the two last axioms. 
Notice that even if exceptions implicitly propagate, labels must not implicitly 
propagate. For instance, pred(0) is exceptional and NEGATIVE; thus, the term 
succ(pred(0)) is also exceptional (implicit propagation of exceptions), but is not a 
NEGATIVE value. 
The semantics of Lbl-Ax directly works over the values and not over the terms. 
Thus, the semantics of Lbl-Ax is simply defined in the exception-algebra A (not in 
T~A)). 
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Definition 6.3. Given a `y-Exc-algebra A = (A, {Ai}), an exception algebra A vali- 
dates Lbl-Ax if and only if, for each axiom of Lbl-Ax 
[tl~llA" " "AtnE InADI~'W1 A"  " "A f . Jm=Wm] ~ tel, 
and for each substitution o` with range in A, the following holds: if o,(6) belongs 
to AI, for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n, and o`(v~) = o`(wi) for all j = 1 , . . . ,  m, then o`(t) belongs 
to A~. 
Remark 6.4. Lbl-Ax is just a labelling declaration, it creates no exception. The 
subsets A: are not necessarily disjointed from Aok. For instance, even if Lbl-Ax 
contains an axiom of the form 0 ~ SOME-LABEL, 0 is still an okay form (and so an 
okay value). In other words, okay values labelled by Lbl-Ax are automatically 
'recovered'. More explanations are provided in Section 9 (exceptions and errors). 
Section 9 also defines the erroneous values of an exception algebra, and the implicit 
propagation rule of erroneous values. 
7. Generalized axioms 
The okay axioms only work over okay terms. The generalized labelling axioms 
only give labels to some values. Now, it is necessary to handle the exceptional cases. 
We sometimes want to recover some values, or to amalgamate several erroneous 
values. The generalized axioms provide these features. They work over the whole 
algebra A. 
Definition 7.1. Let ` y-Exc be an exception signature. We denote by Gen-Ax a finite 
set of generalized axioms as follows: 
[h ~ 11 ^ "  • " ^ tn ~ I. ^ t) 1 = 14~ 1 A"  " " A V m = Wm] ~ Z)m+ 1 = Win+l ,  
where 6, vj, and wj are ,Y-terms with variables, and It are elements of Lu  {Ok}. 
(The li's are not necessarily distinct; n or m may be equal to 0). 
We are now able to define the whole syntax of our formalism: the exception 
specifications. 
Definition 7.2. An exception specification is a tuple SPEC: 
SPEC = (`y-Exc, Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, Lbl-Ax, Gen-Ax), 
where ,Y-Exc, Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, Lbl-Ax, and Gen-Ax are defined in Definitions 3.1, 
4.1, 5.1, 6.1, and 7.1. 
Here we give an example of recoveries and amalgamations of several errors by 
means of generalized axioms. 
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Example 7.3. Generalized axioms provide a powerful tool to handle all recovery 
cases. For instance, terms such as (Maxint+ 3) -  4 can be recovered into their final 
value, while at the same time we can amalgamate all terms that contain a negative 
subterm over an additional constant Crash: 
n ~ NEGATIVE ~ n = Crash, 
succ(Crash) =Crash, 
pred(Crash) =Crash, 
Crash-  n = Crash, 
n - Crash = Crash, 
Crash + n = Crash, 
n+m=m+n;  
n E TOO-LARGE ~ n + 0 = n; 
n + succ(m)  E TOO-LARGE ~ n + succ(m)  = succ(n  + m) ;  
succ(n)  ¢ TOO-LARGE ~ pred(succ(n) )  = n;  
n E TOO-LARGE ~ 11 -- 0 = n; 
n E TOO-LARGE ~ n -- succ(m) = pred(n) - m. 
With these axioms, each term that contains a negative value in its subterms is equal 
to Crash, while every other term is amalgamated with its normal form (succ"(0)), 
even if this form is not an okay form. 
Here we define the semantics of generalized axioms. Then we define the algebras 
over an exception specification SPEC. The semantics of Gen-Ax is directly defined 
in the algebra A (not in T2{A)). 
Definition 7.4. Let A = (A, {A~}) be a ~-Exc-algebra. The algebra A validates Gen-Ax 
if and only if, for each axiom of Gen-Ax, 
[h~l l^"  " " ^  t ,~ l ,^  v t=wl^"  " " ^  Vm=Wm] ~ V=W,  
and for each substitution or with range in A, the following holds: if ~(tj) belongs 
to At, for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n, and o'(vi) = cr(w~) for all j = 1 , . . . ,  m, then or(v) is equal 
to a(w) in A. 
Remark 7.5. The generalized axioms apply over all values of A, including the okay 
values of ,4. Thus, the premisses of the generalized axioms are especially useful. 
They provide the specifier with fine exception handling and powerful recovery policy. 
Definition 7.6. Let SPEC be an exception specification (Definition 7.2). A Z-Exc- 
algebra A is a SPEC-algebra if and only if it validates both Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, Lbl-Ax, 
and Gen-Ax. 
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Notation 7.7. We denote the full subcategory of Alg(,Y-Exc) whose objects are the 
SPEC-algebras by AIg(SPEC). We denote the full subcategory of Alg(SPEC) con- 
taining the finitely generated SPEC-algebras by Gen(SPEC). 
8. The initial SPEC-algebra 
8.1. A technical result 
Morphisms in Alg(,Y-Exc) induce a preorder over exception algebras. 
Notation 8.1. Let A and B be two exception algebras. A <~ B if and only if there 
exists an exception morphism from A to B. 
In this section we prove that there is an initial algebra in Alg(SPEC). We shall 
first prove the following technical result, which will also be used later (to define a 
left adjoint functor for the forgetful functor). 
Theorem 8.2. Let SPEC be an exception specification over the signature ,Y-Exc. Let 
X be a ,Y-Exc-algebra. Let R be a binary relation over X, compatible with the sorts, 
i.e., R is a subset of  [_Js~s (xs x xs).  There is a least SPEC-algebra Y such that 
X <~ Y, and if  xRy in X,  then x is equal to y in Y. 
Another statement of this theorem is the following. 
Theorem 8.2(b). Let SPEC be an exception specification over the signature ,Y-Exc. 
Let X be a ,Y-Exc-algebra. Let R be a binary relation over X, compatible with the 
sorts. There is a least congruence -- over X,  and least subsets {Yl} of Y=(X/=- )  
such that - contains R, and Y= (Y, { Yt}) is a SPEC-algebra. 
ProoL The first step of the proof is the following: let F be the family of all 
SPEC-algebras Z such that X ~< Z and Z is compatible with R. The family F is 
not empty: it contains at least the trivial algebra $. 
Next, we define the ,Y-Exc-algebra Y as follows: Y is the quotient of X defined 
by x = y in Y if and only if x = y in all algebras Z in F; and x ~ Y~ if and only if 
x ~ Z! for all algebras Z in F. 
If Y is a SPEC-algebra, then it is necessarily the smallest element of F. Thus, it 
suffices to prove that Y is a SPEC-algebra, i.e., Y validates Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, Lbl-Ax, 
and Gen-Ax. In order to achieve this goal, we shall use several lemmas. Notice that, 
from the definition of Y, there always exists an exception morphism from Y to 
Z e F. We denote this morphism by p, and we denote the deduced morphism from 
T~(y) to  Tx(z) by/Z [Remark that/.toevalg = evalzo/~]. 
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Lemma 8.3. For all algebras Z in F,/2(Ok-Frmy) is included in Ok-Frmz. 
Proof. Let Ok-Frmy be the set of all x e T£cy) such that/2(x) e Ok-Frmz for all Z 
in F. It suffices to prove that Ok-Frmy satisfies the two conditions of Definition 
4.7: Ok-Frmy contains YOk, since /~(Yok) is always included in ZOk. 
Ok-Frmv satisfies all elementary declarations of Ok-Frm, because ti e Ok-Frmy 
implies/2(ti) ~ Ok-Frmz, evalv(xj) ~ Ytj implies evalz(/2(xj) ) ~ Zb, and evaly( vj) = 
eval y ( w j) implies evalz (/2 (vj)) = evalz (/2 (wj)). This implies that Ok-Frm y contains 
Ok-Frmv (since Ok-Frmv is the smallest subset of T~(y) satisfying the two condi- 
tions), which proves the lemma. [] 
Lemma 8.4. Y validates Ok-Frm. 
Proof. The fact that Y validates Ok-Frm means that evaly(Ok-Frmy)c Yok 
(Definition 4.8). This results from the fact that evalz(Ok-Frmz) c Zok for all Z in 
F, from Lemma 8.3, and from the definition of Yok: x~ Yok iff tz(x)eZok for all 
algebras Z in F. [] 
Lemma 8.5. Y validates Ok-Ax. 
ProoL We want to prove that if t--ok t' in T.~(y), then evaly(t )=evaly(t ' ) .  This 
means that if t ----Ok t' in T:E(y), then evalz(/2(t)) = evalz(/2(t')) in all algebras Z e E 
Thus, it suffices to prove that if t -ok t' in T$(y), then/2(t) "Ok/2(t') in T~tz ) for 
all Z in F. 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that, for all algebras Z ~ F (let ----ok be the okay 
congruence in T~<z)), the associated congruence/2-1(-ok) satisfies the IF...THEN 
condition of Proposition 5.2 in Tz<y) (where (t/2-1("ok)t') iff (/X(t) --ok/2(t'))). 
The following results from I.emma 8.3: every okay form of T:¢(y) provides an 
okay form of T~<z); moreover, if evalg(o-(ui)) =evaly(tr(wi)), then 
evalz(/2(tr(u,))) = evalz(/2(tr(wi))) for all Z e F (i.e., if the premisses are satisfied 
for Y, then they are satisfied for Z). This implies that, for all algebras Z in F, the 
associated congruence/2-1("ok) satisfies the IF...THEN condition of Proposition 
5.2 in T~<r-). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (continued). Next, the validation of LbI-Ax and Gen-Ax for 
Y is straightforward. It results directly from the definition of Y w.r.t, the family F 
since the semantics of Lbl-Ax and Gen-Ax is directly defined in Y, and not in Tz~ y). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.2. [] 
8.2. Initial SPEC-algebra 
Theorem 8.2 implies that Alg(SPEC) and Gen(SPEC) have an initial algebra. It 
suffices to take X = T~_~c with the empty binary relation R = 0. 
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Notation 8.6. We denote by TsPEc the smallest SPEC-algebra such that Tz.E~c ~< 
TsPEC. This algebra exists, according to Theorem 8.2. 
Theorem 8.7. TSPEC is initial in Alg(SPEC). 
The proof is clear since TZ_Ex c is initial in Alg(,Y-Exc). 
Then, AIg(SPEC) and Gen(SPEC) have initial and final algebras: TsrEc and S 
(the trivial exception algebra S is defined in Proposition 3.5). 5 
Example 8.8. Let us consider again the specification of bounded natural numbers 
described in Examples 3.2, 4.2, 5.5, 6.2, and 7.3. The initial algebra of this 
specification is the set {Crash} u N, with operations 0, succ, pred, +,  and - as 
usual. Every negative value is amalgamated with Crash, and every operation applied 
to Crash gives Crash. 
Moreover, NN~o^~ is equal to {Crash}, NTo~ is equal to ]Maxint, +oo[ and 
Nok is equal to [0, Maxint]. 
9. Exceptions and errors 
This section explains the differences between exceptions and errors. We first note 
that exceptional terms are not always errors. 
Example 9.1. We have shown that the term SuccMaXint+l(0) is an exceptional term 
of NAT (because okay axioms do not provide any okay from to it). Assume that 
we want to recover all TOO-LARCE values over the value Maxint. This is done by 
means of the following generalized axiom: 
n E TOO-LARGE =:~ n = Maxint, 
instead of the axioms given in Example 7.3. 
The initial algebra of such an exception specification then satisfies Maxint = 
succ(Maxint). In particular, the value SuccM*~int+I(0) is not erroneous any more 
since it is amalgamated with the okay value Maxint. Nevertheless, the term 
SuccM'~int+~(0) is exceptional. As already shown, it is crucial that the okay axiom 
pred(succ(Maxint)) = Maxim 
cannot be applied. Otherwise, we obtain pred(Maxint)= Maxim and so every 
number would be amalgamated. 
5 In fact, S is final in Gen(SPEC) and Gen(.Y-Exc) only if the signature is 'sensible', as in the classical 
abstract data type theory. 
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This proves that some exceptional terms must not be handled by okay axioms, 
but these exceptional terms may be recovered via the generalized axioms. This idea 
can be expressed as follows: Ok-Frm and Ok-Ax determine some exceptional terms 
which must not be handled by the okay axioms; but exceptional cases are not 
necessarily erroneous ones. 
For the same reasons, Lbl-Ax does not always specify errors. For instance, the 
value succ(Maxint) is labelled by TOO-LARGE; and since succ(Maxint)= Maxint, 
the value Maxint is also labelled by TOO-LARGE, but this value is not erroneous. 
However, the label TOO-LARGE, associated with each term of the form succ n (0) with 
n> Maxim, is very useful in order to specify the generalized axiom (n~ 
TOO-LARGE :=~ n ----- Maxim). Moreover, if the TOO-LARGE values were not recovered 
(as in Example 7.3), it would be necessary to have this label in order to obtain a 
complete specification (with error messages when the values have not an associated 
okay form). 
A term that has not an okay value and that does not contain any labelled sub-terms 
is incompletely specified (like choose(X) in sets). Such a term is neither okay nor 
er roneous .  
These remarks allow us to define the erroneous values of an exception algebra 
as follows. 
Definition 9.2. Let A = (A, {At}) be an exception algebra over an exception signature 
Z-Exc = (S, Z, L). We denote by A,~ the smallest subset of A such that 
(i) Ae~ contains every value labelled by an exception label in L, except if this 
value is okay. More precisely, this means that Ae~ contains [A~- Aok] for all labels 
I~L; 
(ii) for each operation op e ,~ and for all values e l , . . . ,  vn (according to the arity 
of op), if (at least) one of the vi belongs to A~ and if op(v~,. . ,  vn) is not a member 
of Aok, then op(v~, . . . ,  vn) belongs to Ae~. 
The intuitive meaning of this definition is the following: the first condition states 
that exception labels generate rrors except if the exception if recovered; the second 
condition means that errors propagate xcept if they are recovered. The second 
condition is called the implicit error propagation rule. 
Remark 9.3. Notice that "err' is not a label. In particular, Ae~ is not compatible 
with exception morphisms. In other words, exception morphisms can make some 
recovery. For instance, let us consider the exception algebras A = N with Aok = 
[0, Maxint] and ATo~,Ra~ = ]Maxint, +co L and B = N with Bok = N and B-ro~o~ = 
]Maxint, +co[. 
An exception morphism from A to B is deduced from the identity over N; but 
Ae~ is equal to ]Maxint, +o o[, while B,~ is empty. This proves that the image of 
Ae~ is not included in B.~. 
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In the following sections, we shall describe how to make hierarchical specifications 
with exception handling. This feature is defined by means of presentations. 
10. Presentations 
10.I. Forgetful functors 
Before defining presentations, 
signatures. 
we shall first define forgetful functors over 
Definition 10.1. Let Z-Exc~ = (81, ~1, LI) and Z-Exc2 = ($2, 22, L2) be two excep- 
tion signatures uch that E-Exc~ c Z-Exc2. We define the forgetfulfunctor U from 
Alg(Z-Exc2) to Alg(2-Excl) as follows: 
(i) for each Z-Exc2-algebra A= (A, {At}), U(A) is the ~:-Exc~-algebra B = 
(B, {Bz}) such that B is the subset of A corresponding to the sorts of $1 (i.e., we 
remove the subsets associated with sorts of $2 -  S1). Moreover, for all labels ! e L~ u 
{Ok}, Bt is equal to the subset of A~ corresponding tothe sorts of S~ (i.e., Bt = At n B). 
The Zl-operations work over B as they do over A; 
(ii) for each Z-Exc2-morphism p~:A-->A', U(I~) is the Z-Exc~-morphism ~, 
restricted to U(A) and co-restricted to U(A'). 
Example 10.2. Let £-Exc~ = ({BOOL}, {True, False}, 0) be a signature of BOOL. 
Let £-Ex% = £-Excl +({NAT}, 0, succ, eq?}, {TOO-LARGE}) be a signature of NAT. 
The algebra A=Nu{T,F}  with Aok=[O, Maxint]u{T,F} and ATo~,Ro~ = 
]Maxint, +oo[ is a Z-Exc2-algebra. And U(A) is the £-Exc~-algebra {T, F}, with 
U(A)ok= { T, F}. 
10.2. Presentations 
Presentations are defined as usual. 
Definition 10.3. Let SPEC~ be an exception specification. A presentation over SPEC~ 
is a tuple 
PRES = (S, ~Y, L, Ok-Frm, Ok-Ax, Lbl-Ax, Gen-Ax) 
such that Sl c~ S = 0, -~1 c~,~ = 0, and SPEC2 = SPEC1 + PRES is an exception 
specification. 
The specification SPEC1 is often called the predefined specification. 
The following result shows that there is a forgetful functor associated with every 
presentation. 
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Proposition 10.4. Let PRES be a presentation over SPEC~. The restriction of the 
forgetful functor [ U:  Alg(,Y-Exc2)--> Alg(,Y-Exca)] to Alg(SPEC2) can always be 
co-restricted to AIg(SPECt): 
U:  AIg(SPEC2) = Alg(SPEC~ + PRES) --> Alg(SPEC1). 
Proof. We want to prove that, for each SPEC2-algebra A, the ,Y-Excl-algebra U(A) 
validates SPECI .  
The validation of Ok-Frml results from the fact that Ok-Frm~ is included in 
Ok-Frm2 and from the fact that, for every declaration of Ok-Frm~, if the premiss 
is satisfied in A, then it remains atisfied in U(A);  thus, every okay form of Tz~W<A)) 
is an okay form of Tr2~A ). More precisely, we can consider T:zl~V~A)) as a subset of 
T£2(A), and then, Ok-Frm UtA) is included in Ok-FrmA. 
To prove that U(A) validates Ok-AXl, it suffices to prove that the congruence 
------Ok in T~2tA ) contains the congruence ----ok in T~,~u~A)). Then, it suffices to prove 
that the congruence -= Ok in T~<A) validates the IF . . .  THEN condition of Proposition 
5.2 (when restricted to T~I<t.,<A))). But this simply results from the fact that Ok- 
Frmv~A) is included in Ok-FrmA. 
The validation of Lbl-Ax~ and Gen-Axl is straightforward (they are included in 
Lbl-Ax2 and Gen-Ax2, and their semantics directly works over the values of U(A)), 
which ends our proof. [] 
Example 10.5. Let SPECt be a specification of NAT and BOOL containing the 
operation "<~ ". We define the following presentation PRES over SPEC1, in order 
to specify bounded arrays of natural numbers: 
S= {ARRAY}, 
= (create, _[_] := _, _[_]} (with usual arities), 
L = {OUT-OF-RANGE, NOT-INITIALIZED}. 
Ok-Frm: 
create ~ Ok-Frm, 
[/, n, and t] ~ Ok-Frm A i ~< Maxrange = True ~ t[i] := n E Ok-Frm. 
Ok-Ax: 
Maxrange = SuccM~r~ge(0), 
eq ?(i, j )  = False ~ (t[ i] := n)[ j ]  := m = ( t[j] := m)[ i] := n, 
i= j  =~ (t[i]:= n)[j]:= m= t[j]:= m, 
i= j  :=~ (t[i]:= n)[j]= n. 
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Lbl-Ax: 
create[i] ~ NOT-INITIALIZED, 
t[i] E NOT-INITIALIZED ^ eq?(i, j )  - False 
( t [ j ]  "= n)[ i ]  E NOT-INITIALIZED, 
i <~ Maxrange = False ~ t[i] ~ OUT-OF-RANOE, 
i ~ NEGAT ~ t[ i] E OUT-OF-RANGE, 
i ~< Maxrange = False ~ t[i] := n ~ OUT-OF-RANGE, 
i c NEGAT :=~ t[i] := n ~ OUT-OF-RANGE. 
Gen-Ax: . . .  recoveries: ad libitum . . . .  
For instance, if we want to recover t[i] when t is erroneous but the last value 
~ushed into the index i is okay, Gen-Ax can be specified as follows: 
eq?(i, j )  = False ~ (t[ i] := n)[j] = t [ j ] ,  
n ¢ Ok A 0<~j ~< Maxrange = True ~ (t[ j ]  := n)[ j]  = n. 
Nevertheless, for simplicity reason in Section 13, we will specify Gen-Ax = 0. 
Remark that this specification is an example where okay forms are not canonical 
forms (for example, (t[O]:=n)[1]:=m is in the same equivalence class as 
~t[1]:= m)[0]:= n). Notice that the label OUT-OF-RANOE concerns several sorts: 
NAT and ARRAY. 
Before defining the notions of hierarchical consistency and sufficient completeness, 
:he next section will explain various properties of exception morphisms. 
11. About exception morphisms 
In this section, we shall give two results which will be useful later concerning 
.'xception morphisms: a characterization f partially retractable xception morph- 
sms, and the existence of universal arrows to the forgetful functor U. 
I 1.1. Partially retractable morphisms 
In order to define partially retractable xception morphisms, we first make the 
:ollowing remark. 
ltemark 11.1. Let A and B be two SPEC-algebras and let ft :A~ B be an exception 
norphism. The image of/~, ft (A)c  B, always a SPEC-algebra (subalgebra of B) 
istraightforward). 
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Recall that a retractable morphism is a left inversable morphism [20, Chapter 
1.5]. Partially retractable morphisms are defined as follows. 
Definition 11.2. Let/~ : A--> B be an exception morphism. The morphism/~ is partially 
retractable if and only if the co-restricted morphism /z': A-->/z(A) is retractable. 
This means that there is an exception morphism v from/~(A) to A such that vo/z' 
is equal to the identity over A. 
Proposition 11.3. An exception morphism I~ : A --> B is partially retractable if and only 
if it is injective and for all labels l ~ L w {Ok} we have i.~ (At) = Bz n I~ (A). (Notice 
that the inclusion tz(Al) c- Bl c~ I~(A) is always true, from the definition of exception 
morphisms ). 
Proof. It is well known that i f /z  is a classical injective Z-morphism, then there 
exists an inverse Z-morphism v from/z(A) to A. 6 Thus, we only have to prove that 
this morphism is an exception morphism. In other words, we only have to show 
that, for each label l e Lu{Ok}, v(Bt)ca/z(A) is included in At. But this results 
directly from B~ ca g(A)  c I.L(AI). The reverse implication is straightforward. [] 
The intuitive meaning of partially retractable xception morphisms will be given 
in Section 12 (synthesis functor). We use these morphisms in order to define the 
hierarchical consistency. 
11.2. Universal arrows to the forgetful functor 
The result stated here is a technical lemma that will be useful in establishing the 
existence of a left adjoint functor for the forgetful functor. We first recall the 
definition of universal arrows [20, Chapter III.1]. 
Definition 11.4. Let U:AIg(SPEC2)->AIg(SPEC~) be any functor. Let A be any 
algebra of Alg(SPEC~). A universal arrow from A to U is a pair (FA, IA) consisting 
of a SPEC2-algebra FA and an exception morphism IA : A--> U(FA), such that, for 
each SPEC2-algebra B and each exception morphism In. : A --> U(B), there is a unique 
exception morphism/z': FA-~ B with U(p.')OlA = IZ. 
A 
(equality) 
A 
U(FA) FA 
u(B) B 
We shall prove that, given a presentation PRIGS over SPEC1, there is a universal 
arrow from every SPECralgebra to the forgetful functor U. We define the SPEC2- 
algebra FA as follows. 
6 In the classical theory of abstract data types, monomorphisms are partially retractable. 
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~otation 11.5. Let PRES be a presentation over SPEC~ and let SPEC2= 
;PEC~ + PRES. Let A be a SPECl-algebra. The Z2-algebra T.X2(A) , together with: 
' T£2(A),I ~- Ai for all I e L1 u {Ok}, 
TZ~A).t = ~ for all I e L2 - L~, 
s a Z-Exc2-algebra (recall that A is included in Tz:<a)). 
From Theorem 8.2, we know that there is a least SPEC2-algebra Y such that 
['~a) <<- Y (X = TZ2<A)) and Y is compatible with the binary relation defined by 
val A : Tg~(A) --> A (i.e., xRy iff [x e Tx~A), y ~ Tzz~(a) and eValA(X) = evalA(y)]).  We 
lenote this algebra by FA (FA = Y). From the definition of FA, there is an exception 
norphism IA:A-> FA (since FA is compatible with eval). 
~emma 11.6. The pair (FA, IA) is a universal arrow from A to the forgetful functor U. 
~rooL Let B be a SPEC2-algebra such that'there xists a morphism/~ from A to 
J(B), i.e., A<~ U(B). Since T~z~A) and Tzars) are the free ,~-Exc2-algebras over A 
Lnd B, there is a unique exception morphism z,: T£2(A )--~ T£2(B), deduced from p.. 
?hus, there is a unique exception morphism v'= evalsov from TZE(A) to B. But since 
:A is the smallest SPEC2-algebra compatible with A and since B is compatible 
vith A, this morphism ~,' factors through FA. Let/z' be the deduced morphism from 
:A to B. From the definition of/z', U(tZ')°IA is necessarily equal to/z (because/~' 
s deduced from/~ in a unique way). [] 
We shall show later that the correspondence (A-> FA) defines a left adjoint functor 
or U and that IA is the unit of adjunction. 
L2. The synthesis functor 
12.1. Definition and properties 
Given a presentation PRES over SPEC1, the associated synthesis functor is the 
• orrespondence [A-~ FA] defined in Notation 11.5. 
)efinition 12.1. Let PRES be a presentation over the exception specification SPEC1 
,nd let SPEC2=SPECI+PRES.  The synthesis functor F from AIg(SPEC1) to 
klg(SPEC2) is defined as follows. 
(a) For each SPECralgebra A, F(A) is the SPEC2-algebra FA defined in Notatioq 
1.5. This means (Theorem 8.2(b)) that F(A) is the quotient of TZtA) by the smallest 
:ongruence -- compatible with eval such that F(A)= (Tz<A)/ffi--) (together with 
~mallest subsets F(A)l) is a SPEC2-algebra. 
(b) For each SPECrmorphism I~:A->A', F(I~) is the SPEC2-morphism from 
~'(A) to F(A') uniquely deduced from the .~-Exc2-morphism/~ : TZZ~A)-'> TZ2~A'). 
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Example 12.2. Let A = {Crash} u N u {True, False} be a (NAT+ BOOL)-algebra, as 
in Example 8.8. Let PRIGS be the presentation ARRAY from Example 10.5. The 
synthesized algebra F(A) associated with PRES is described as follows: every array 
that contains only okay natural numbers in the ranges 0, . . . ,  Maxrange is an okay 
one. Every array that contains an operation using a subscript in {Crash}u 
]Maxrange, +oo[ is erroneous (OUT-OF-RANGE). Every array that contains an 
erroneous natural number (e {Crash} u ]Maxint, +oo D is erroneous (by implicit 
error propagation rule). 
Moreover, the predefined sorts contain new erroneous values: those obtained by 
taking a value from outside of the ranges 0 , . . . ,  Maxrange; those obtained by taking 
a value from a noninitialized range; and those obtained by taking a value from an 
erroneous array (implicit propagation rule). These new values are not predefined 
ones, except if the generalized axioms of PRES amalgamates them with Crash or 
recovers them. 
Notice that the labelled subset F(A)o ,~,~ contains both numbers and arrays. 
This is an example of an exception algebra where a labelled subset intersects several 
sorts. 
Next, we shaft prove that F is a left adjoint for the forgetful functor U. 
Theorem 12.3. Let PRIES be a presentation over the exception specification SPEC~, 
and let SPEC2 = SPEC~ + PRES. The synthesisfunctor F:  AIg(SPEC~) --> AIg(SPEC2) 
is a left adjoint for the forgetful functor U: AIg(SPEC2) --> AIg(SPEC1). This means 
that for each SPECl-aigebra A and for each SPEC2-algebra B, Homspvc2(F(A), B) 
is isomorphic to HomspEc~(A, U( B)). 
Proof. This fact directly results from the technical Lemma 11.6, and from the 
Yoneda lemma [20, Chapter IIL2 or IV.l). (A more understandable proof is given 
in [4].) [] 
Remark 12.4. Let A be a SPEC~-algebra. Theorem 12.3 implies that 
HomsP~c2(F(A), F(A)) is isomorphic to HomsPEc,(A, U(F(A))) (B = F(A)). The 
unit of adjunction is the exception morphism from A to U(F(A)) associated with 
the identity over F(A). This morphism is the morphism IA defined in Notation 11.5. 
Now we are able to define the hierarchical consistency and the sufficient complete- 
ness, by using the unit of adjunction associated with the initial SPEC~-algebra Tsl, EC,. 
12.2. Hierarchical consistency 
Recall that, in the classical framework (without exception handling), hierarchical 
consistency means that the presentation PRIGS does not amalgamate predefined 
values. This fact is expressed by means of the unit of adjunction associated with 
TsPEc,: it must be injective. 
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With exception handling, our labels must be taken into account. The predefined 
values must not be amalgamated by PRES, and PRES must not add predefined 
labels (in L~ u {Ok}) to some predefined values. Thus, the presentation PRES is 
hierarchically consistent if and only if 
(i) the unit of adjunction Irsp~l is injective; 
(ii) for all values x ~ TpnEsl, IT~p~l(X) is labelled by ! in U(F(TsPEc~)) only if x 
is already labelled by l in Tsv~c~. 
In other words this means that Ir~p,~, is injective and, for all labels I e L1 u {Ok}, 
we have 
ITSpECl (TSPECI,i) = U(F(TspEc1)), n Irs.~r~l (TSPEC,) "7 
From Proposition 11.3, however, this can be stated in a more elegant way as follows. 
Definition 12.5. Let PRES be a presentation over the exception specification SPECa. 
PRES is hierarchically consistent if and only if the unit of adjunction Irsp~:, is 
partially retractable. 
Example 12.6. Let SPEC~ be the specification of bounded natural numbers given 
in Examples 3.2, 4.2, 5.5, 6.2, and 7.3. Let PRES be the enrichment of NAT given 
by the booleans and the operations True, False, and even?, with the okay axioms: 
even?(0) = True, 
even?(1) = False, 
even?(succ(succ(n))) = even?(n). 
This presentation is hierarchically consistent since no predefined values are amalga- 
mated, and no labelling is added. On the other hand, if we add the following axiom 
to PRES: 
Crash = 0, 
then PRIGS is not hierarchically consistent, since Crash and 0 are amalgamated. 
Also, PRIGS is not hierarchically consistent if it contains the generalized labelling: 
0 E TOO-LARGE 
since the value 0 is not labelled by TOO-LARGE in SPEC~, but becomes labelled by 
TOO-LARGE with PRES. 
12.3. Sufficient completeness 
In the classical framework (without exception handling), sufficient completeness 
means that the presentation does not add new values to the predefined sorts. Thus, 
the sufficient completeness is defned via the surjectivity of the unit of adjunction. 
With exception handling, such a definition is not realistic, as shown in the following 
example. 
7 Notice that F(TsPEcl) = TsPgc2 since F is a left adjoint for U. 
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Example 12.7. Let us consider the presentation ARRAY specified in Example 10.5. 
We clearly want this presentation tobe sufficiently complete. Nevertheless, the term 
create[0] is not amalgamated with a predefined value. The ARRAY presentation 
only give the NOT-INITIALIZED label to this term: this term is erroneous but is not 
amalgamated with a predefined error. 
In fact, new erroneous values added by PRES must not be taken into account o 
define the sufficient completeness with exception handling. Thus, sufficient complete- 
ness is defined after removing the erroneous values. 
Definition 12.8. Let PRES be a presentation over the exception specification SPEC1. 
PRES is sufficiently complete if and only if the unit of adjunction Irsp~c, satisfies the 
following condition: 
U[ F(Tsp~cl) - F(TsP~c,) err] C ITs,,~( TspEc,)- 
ThiS means that the presentation PRIES can only add new errors to the predefined 
sorts. 
Remark 12.9. Since F is left adjoint for U, it sends initial object over initial object. 
Thus, Definition 12.8 can be restated as 
U(  TsPEc 2 -- TsPEC2.err) C ITsvrca (Tsplgc,), 
where SPEC2 = SPEC1 + PRES. 
Notice that 'U[F(TsPEC,)- F(TsPzc,)e~r]' is only a convenient notation (in fact, 
U is a functor, but F( TsP~c,)- F( Tsp,~c,)e~ is not an algebra). 
Example 12.10. The presentation ARRAY specified in Example 10.5 is sufficiently 
complete since every nonerroneous new value of TAR~,Y+NAT+BOOL of SOrt NAT is 
amalgamated with a predefined value. 
On the other hand, the same presentation without Lbl-Ax is not sufficiently 
complete: the term create[0] is a new value of NAT which is neither erroneous nor 
amalgamated with an old value of NAT. The value create[0] is then neither okay 
nor erroneous: it is incompletely specified. 
These two conditions for presentations allows us to define 'correct' presentations, 
which provides good tools to specify hierarchical, modular specifications. 
Definition 12.11. A presentation PRES over an exception specification SPEC1 is 
persistent if and only if it is both hierarchically consistent and sufficiently complete. 
13. Abstract implementation 
Exception handling is particularly useful for specifying realistic abstract 
implementations. This section describes how the concept of 'implementation with 
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hidden component' given in [9, 10, 2] can be extended to our framework. For lack 
of space we do not detail here the technical aspects of the implementation f 
exception specifications (that can be found in [4]), but we describe a fairly rep- 
resentative xample (analogous to the one described in [12] without exception 
handling). 
The example chosen is the implementation f bounded queues by means of 
bounded arrays; bounded arrays are described in Examples 10.5 and 12.2. Let us 
denote the specification of bounded arrays by SPECI. The syntax of bounded 
queues, denoted by SPEC2, is specified as follows. 
Example 13.1 
$2 = {QUEUE}; 
~2 = new: -~ QUEUE, 
add_to_: NAT QUEUE ~ QUEUE, 
remove_ : QUEUE ~ QUEUE, 
front_: QUEUE ~ NAT~. 
length_ : QUEUE ~ NAT; 
L2 = {OvER~LOW, UNDERFLOW, QUEUE-IS-EMPTY}; 
Ok-Frm2: 
x~ ~ Ok-Frm ^ - • • A XMaxlength E Ok-Frm 
add Xl to ( . . . to (add /Maxlength o new) . . . )e  Ok-Frm, 
(add x to X) ~ Ok-Frm ~ X e Ok-Frm; 
where Maxlength is the maximal length for queues. For simplicity, we assume here 
that Maxlength (for queues) and Maxrange (for arrays) are less than Maxim. We 
shall show that our implementation f queues by arrays is not correct if Maxlength >
Maxrange 
Ok-Ax2: 
remove(add x to new)= new, 
remove(add x to(add y to X) )= add x to(remove(add y to X)), 
front(add x to new)=x, 
front(add x to(add y to X) )= front(add y to X), 
length(new) = 0, 
length(add x to X)= succ(length(X)); 
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LbI-Ax2: 
add xl to(add x2 to(. • - to (add XMa~length+l to new) . . . ) )~  OVERFLOW, 
X ~ OVERFLOW ~ add x to X ~ OVERFLOW, 
remove(new) ~ UNDERFLOW, 
X ~ UNDERFLOW ~ remove(X) ~ UNDER~.~OW, 
front(new) ~QUEUE-IS-EMPTY, 
Gen-Ax: = 0. 
In order to specify the abstract implementation f QUEUE by ARRAY, we shall 
first specify a hidden component. This notion of hidden component for abstract 
implementations was first introduced in [10]. It provides the specifier with a con- 
venient enrichment of the already implemented ata structure (here: arrays and 
natural numbers), before specifying the main part of the implementation. 
Bounded queues will be 'circularly implemented' into arrays. Thus, our abstract 
implementation needs an operation "modulo" on natural numbers. Since this 
operation is not specified in out NAT-specification, we specify the operation rood 
in the hidden enrichment (denoted by H). We also define the operation next_, 
which is the successor operation modulo Maxlength+ 1: 
-~-ExcH = (0, {_rood_, next_}, {DIv-BY-ZERO}); 
Ok-FrmH = 0; 
Ok-AxH =O<a =True^x< a =True ~ x rood a =x, 
0 < a = True ^  x < a = False ~ x rood a = (x -  a mod a), 
next(x) = succ(x) rood succ(Maxlength); 
LbI-AXH = {x rood 0 ~ DIV-B¥-ZERO}; 
Gen-AXH =0. 
The main part of our abstract implementation is specified as follows. 
Abstraction operation: A: ARRAY NAT NAT~ QUEUE; 
Generalized axioms: 
i<  succ(Maxlength)= True ~ new = A(t, i, i), 
length(A(t,/, j ) )  < Maxlength = True 
=~ add x to A(t, i, j )  = A(t [ j ]  := x, i, next(j)), 
length( A( t, i, j ) )  > 0 = True ~ remove( A( t, i, j ) )  = A(t, next(i), j ) ,  
length(A(t,/, j ) )  > 0 = True ~ front(A(t, i, j ) )  =t [ i ] ;  
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Labelling axioms: 
length(X) = Maxlength ~ add x to X ~ OVERFLOW, 
X ~ OVERFLOW ~ add x to X ~ OVERFLOW, 
remove(A(t,/, i))~ UNDERFLOW, 
X E UNDERFLOW :::) remove(X) ~ UNDERFLOW, 
front(A( t, /, i)) ~ QUEUE-IS-EMPTY. 
The operation A stands for the abstraction function, as mentioned in [12]. A queue 
is synthesized by a tuple composed with an array and two natural numbers. The 
first natural number is the index of the front of the queue, the second one is the 
index of the first free array's element after the queue. 
The queues are circularly implemented. When an index becomes greater than 
Maxlength it is turned into 0, and so on. This is the precise purpose of the hidden 
operation 'next'. 
The generalized axioms and the labelling axioms translate all the exception 
labellings and the generalized axioms of queues into an equivalent statement for 
the implementation. 
Moreover, the abstract equality, which specifies when A(t, i, j)  represents he same 
queue as A(t ' ,  i', j '), can be specified as follows: 
A(  t, i, i )= A( t', i', i'), 
A(  t, i, j )  = A(  t', i', j ') ^ t[ j]  = t'[j'] =~ A( t, i, next(j)) = A( t', i', next(j')). 
The specification of this abstract implementation does not contain okay forms or 
okay axioms; but we can also use these components, as is shown in [1] and has 
been entirely formalized in [4]. 
We can easily prove that if Maxlength > Maxrange, then our abstract implementa- 
tion is not correct: the term 
front(add xl to(add x2 to( . . ,  to(add XM~length to new). . . ) ) )  
is equal to xl following the QUEUE specification; but it is not equal to xl following 
the implementation, asthe corresponding array (t) is erroneous (thus, the term t[i] 
cannot be evaluated). 
All results stated in [9, 10] are extended to our framework in a straightforward 
way (as explained in [3]). Such results are mainly due to the left adjoint functor F. 
The functorial aspect of our semantics provides a powerful tool for all correctness 
proofs needed by implementation (as developed in [4], according to the abstract 
implementation formalism described in [2]). 
14. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have shown how exception handling can be integrated into 
algebraic specifications without losing the use of congruences, the existence of least 
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congruences, and the existence of initial models. We have shown that (i) the notion 
of error messages can be formalized via exception labels specified in the signature; 
(ii) implicit error and exception propagation rules can be included into the semantics; 
(iii) and the introduction of exception labels facilitates a powerful recovery policy. 
We must point out that to guarantee the existence of least congruences, we do 
not need to introduce any restriction on exception specifications. For instance, even 
if in most examples axioms can be transformed into canonical term rewriting systems, 
this condition is never required. We do not introduce any restrictions on the class 
of models taken into account, i.e., we do not restrict ourselves to finitely generated 
algebras or to the ground term algebra. This allows our results to hold in a very 
general framework. It should be noted that the key idea is to distinguish exceptions 
and errors, and this is made possible by working at the level of T~A). Indeed the 
formalism described in this paper relies on this simple but powerful idea. 
What is especially important is that once the initially results are guaranteed for 
exception specifications, the classical specification-building primitives are easily 
extended to our framework. We have carefully detailed how enrichment carries over 
to our exception specifications, and how hierarchical consistency and sufficient 
completeness can be suitably redefined. In the same way, parameterization may be 
extended to exception specifications since it mainly relies on initiality, synthesis 
functors, and pushouts (see [8]). As a last remark, we want to emphasize the fact 
that the concept of abstract implementation may also be extended to our exception 
specifications (as outlined in Section 13 and developed in [4]). This fact is especially 
important since realistic examples of abstract implementations can hardly be 
designed without exception handling. 
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